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Edition 3  - February Update 

Hi Everyone 
In the last edition of THE TRANSMITTER I reported that our" tree loping" fund raising had 
gone very well  but was still a bit short  ,the promises we now have to date are £1326 
which are  exceptionally generous .

 I have met our contractor on site and had a walk round , he marked the trees he felt we 
would gain most advantage from being worked on, the cost of that work would  be  £1200 
+ VAT making a total of £1440 .

The situation is therefore currently that we will need to split the work over two years , doing
the vast majority now and finishing it off next winter under our proposed tree  maintenance 
budget ,

Before confirming to our contractors exactly what work we are going to undertake this 
spring I thought I would make a final request to see if anyone else would like to make a 
small contribution , if you wish to do so please contact me on   07977055720 or  at 
emailjonharris@gmail.com 

Now we have got the trees under control  we want  to maintain their condition  by putting in
place an annual  tree management programme , the funding for this will need to come 
from the sailing section of the club , therefore your committee has decided to start making 
a small charge of £1 for race entries commencing on 1st March which your race officer will
collect every week .

This should generate enough funds to keep the trees properly maintained to a good 
standard .

We intend to do the work on the trees in about 3 weeks time and will be wanting some 
help clearing up to keep the cost as low as possible .

We had our first " race management" training session today  with Steve Watson and Vic , 
thanks to you both and MSC for hosting it , It was really encouraging to see the 
enthusiasm within our members , now all keen to implement the information into our club 
racing 

Next Sunday 22nd Feb we have a rigging workshop scheduled at Bournville , this has in 
fact has been altered to a radio workshop run by Bill Green and Mich Barnett
Tomorrow we now have an All Comers race replacing the scheduled Team Event 

Thank you for you support , your generosity and good luck for the summer season 

                               
                                                       Jon Harris 
                               
                                                           Editor  
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